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are a special interest. Every
member of the B-A.R.S. ahould
Meeting
feel that his or her comments
and questions are necessary
An informal meeting of the
ingredients if our periodical
Society is tentatively schedis
to be successful. Articles,
uled for 3:00 to 4:00 P.M. on
paragraphs,
studies, tables,
Saturday Afternoon, May 22nd.
sketches, tracings, questions,
during the Spring Meeting of
comments, scraps of information
the Early American Industries
are all desirable.
Some sort
Association.
The location
will be the room of the Secre- of participation by every member is indispensable. If puttary, Elliot Sayward, in the
Sheraton Inn. We hope to hold ting words on paper is not one
a short seminar on some aspect of your greatest talents you
can contribute by supplying
of planes and planemaking but
research, source materials and
the main purpose of the meetideas that others can work up
ing is to chart the direction
into Bulletin articles.
the Society is to take.
B-A.R.S. NEWS

Election of Officers
By unanimous vote of the membership the slate of Officers
and Directors proposed by the
Nominating Committee was elect
ed. Jane Roberts has informed
us that the press of other activities bars her acceptance of
a directorship. We hope she
will be able to reconsider this
decision.
President Graham's message
to the Society appears on
page.
Participation
The basic purpose of the
Bulletin of the B-A.R.S. 18 to
facilitate the exchange of information among those students
and collectors for whom planes

PLANEMAKERS
A newspaper advertisement of
March 16, 1796 gives us the
name of a hitherto unrecorded
18th C. planemaker. "Samuel
Dickson, formerly of the Borough of Wilmington in the state
of Delaware, Cabinet and plane •
maker, now supposed to reside
in or near Frederick Town in till
state of Maryland..."

An'unnoticed N.Y. State maker ,
Chas. Ashley of Ogdensburg has
been recorded by Dave Perch.
Ed Delaney supplies a rubbing
of a presumed Dutch planemaker,
J.H. Andries. This is not the
same spelling as Andruss/Andrua
a name borne by several recorded American makers including a
J. Andruss. Ed describes it as
"similar to the one in #1 Bulletin... 10z" long - 3" high, 1"
wide - three notches on each
side of the toe...." The name
is enclosed in a serrated rectangle like many English and
American marks but appears to
,have a shallow crown-like(?) device on the top center. The rubbing (and perhaps the mark) is
too faint to perceive details
of the device.

Dave Spang has recently acquired a cornice plane marked on
the toe N FISHER in a saw tooth
rectangle. It also bears a
double stamping of the boxed initials J. . On the heel is a
rectangle marked J. Childs.
Elliot Sayward owns a 10i"moulder marked FISHER which is'preFrom Carl Bopp comes a note
sumably American. At least,
of an 1875 maker whose name ap- W.L.
Goodman who has seen the
pears in a list of exhibitions
mark opines that it is not one
at the Philadelphia Centennial
of the Fisher Family of BriExposition, "M..C'. may* - Boss
tish planemakers. Both planes
Planes & Adjustable ploughs."
appear
to be of 18th or early
Perhaps some reader knows whe19th Century origin.
ther Mayo worked in iron or
(cont.)
wood. Carl also reports that
John J. Tower of N.Y.C. was an
exhibitor at the Exposition,
thus providing a date for this
shadowy figure.
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PLANEMAKERS
(cont.)
Garland Rainey sends a
sketch of a British or Amer./.-,;,, .
• -:
ican moulder with the boxed
. ... ...- - - .....,,,....:..-.......z....•
initials I.B.. These boxed
-:.j„„
..,...., ,,,„(.-,11-1,X
..1\1-.1:1
7 ... ,•••••f t..: f:.
initials have stirred con......: c..., . 7
....'
siderable interest and some
.'
•
,;.;-..
controversy. While they are
commonly believed to be owner's marks the Secretary of
this Society proclaims quite
fiercely that this has never
been conclusively demonstrated, that the same initials
seem to have appeared in
widely separated collettions
and that other considerations
(to be dealt with in future
TEASERS
Boxed Initials on early
issues) suggest the possibilitywooden
planes-what do they
Future Bulletins will
that the initials represent
signify?
carry pieces on: /
workers, dealers, or some
Stanley's Competitors, who
Makers of plane irons
other non-owmer group. In
were they and what became of
The Jack Plane/Fore Plane
this connection it is interthem?
Controversy
esting to note that a plane
Black PlanemWormr
owned by Charles Jacob has a
We also hope to publish a
•
Early makers of Iron Planes
membership list, a bibliography
similar I.B. stamp.
Planes of the Davis Level
of plane articles from the
& Tool Co.
Chronicle of the EAIA and a
Women Planemakers
study of previously unnoted
Features of the Dutch
or unlocated plane makers.
Plough Plane
Please let us know about subjects you believe worthy of
investigation.
._ •
2.

NOTES. AND QUERIES
From the editor. Metal
planes having hollow, boxshaped bodies filled in with
wood are generally associated with English or Scotch
makers. I know of no such
plane by an American maker
although I have seen an unmarked one equipped with a
Buck Brothers iron. The nearest unquestionably American
plane to this model is the
famous Stanley #9. It does
not have the wood fill-in
In Planemakers And Other Edge
typical of the British planes,
Tool Enterprises in New York
of course. Knowledge of AmState, Jane and Ken Roberts
report the label H. Adams & Co. erican planes of this kind,
or in fact, of American planes
New Yokk. N.Y.C. directories
do not include this name. Be- resembling any of the products
cause the imprint observed
of Spiers of Ayr or Norris of
by the Roberts was very close.
London (see History of Woodto the top edge of the plane
working Tools, pp. 92-96) would
Harvey Hanenburg reports a
they speculated that it might
be appreciated.
be an incomplete form of J.H.
crown surmounted PD moulding
From a collector: The Liberty
Adams & Co. a N.Y.C. hardware
plane with an F.Duesinc iron.
Bell/76 Centennial emblem
He also has a Dutch plough simi- firm operating from 1841 to
which decorates the thumb
1873. Recent reports suggest
lar to the one illustrated in
screw cap of certain of the
this is not so. H.Adams & Co
Goodman's History. The screws
labels have been independently
Bailey model, wood bottomed
and wingnuts by which the arms
observed by two collectprs,w.ho ,Stanley Rule and Level planes,
are tightened in the fence are
tells us that the planes were
state that the stampings are
handmade. These with other
made in or after the CentennWell below the top edge of the
Dutch planes and several handplanes and that no J. appears.
some braces were collected on
ial year. Can anyone tell
If you have any information
me how long this design of
a trip to Holland.
cap was manufactured? Al
about H. Adams send it along
W.L. Goodman continues his infor inclusion in the Bulletin.
Sellens implies, if I read
vestigations into British planes
him correctly,that the feaFrom the Secretary. Some years
and planemakers. He reports
ture appeared in catalogs
ago the EAIA republished the
that many new dates have beeen
through 1918.
established and a number of here- 1838 catalog of American Manufactured Hardware &c. for sale
tofore unknown makers have been
From E.H. Glover: I have an
recorded. Previously unsuspect- by Wm. H. Carr & Co., Commerce 8"
transitional plane which
ed relationships have been traced Street, Philadelphia. A curi- seems to be identical with
and a wealth of fascinating de- ous feature of this catalog,
the Bailey 21 (or 24). This
which has a fairly large and
tail about the lives and busiplane has a Keen Kutter blade.
nesses of English makers uncov- comprehensive list of carpenA portion of the imprint on
ters' and joiners' handtools,
ered. It is to be hoped that
the plane is clear. An enultimately all this information Is that there is no mention
larged sketch below shows the
whatsoever of planes or plane
will be embodied in a new edidetails still visible.
irons. These were certainly
tion of British Planemakers.
to be counted among the hardware
of American manufacture
George Tuttle reports four
the
at
time even though it is
Dutchies and supplies details
to be supposed that most plane
of decoration and measurements
irons were imported from Engwhich will be plugged into the
land.
Does anyone have knowhas
moulder,
typology. One.a
ledge
or
even a tenable theory
the
like
JN
surmounted
a crown
to
why
Carr & Co. were not
and
as
Perch
Dave
plane owned by
dealing
planes?
issue.
in
first
mentioned in our

Fred Bair asks if anyone has
done anything about the identification of French plane makers.
He notes particularly the activity of Pugeot Freres in this
line apparently long before the
firm began to concentrate on
automobiles. Fred acquired his
Pugeot planes among a large lot
he picked up near Marseille but
isolated examples of these have
been collected in the U.S. and
Canada. Planes must have been
'made commercially in all modern industrial countries. We
have begun to pay attention to
the Dutch product. Perhaps a
list of makers from all over the
world can be assembled. The
Society will record such a list
if members will send in names.

It does not, however, have a
visible lion strike. A round
plane in the group has a crowned P.D. and initials P.B. fore
and aft. A beautiful Dutch
jointer sports a double iron
with very unusual markings.
We hope George will supply a
sketch of the iron. A moulder
with a stock 17/8" thick is
equipped with three irons. It
is unmarked.

N°2-4
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(cont.)

NOTES AND QUERIES
( CONT.)
From P.D.: British Plane
Makers From 1790 says, "Why
9i° was settled on for the
length (moulding and similar
planes) is not known..." Adoption of this standard length
was to have far reaching consequences. For more than
100 years almost all moulding
planes were made to measure
within a small tolerance of
9*". Tool chests were so constructed that the storage
space beneath the tills was
just tall enough to accommodate 9.i" planes standing upright on their toes. Shelving
in carpenters' shops and the
jigs and fixtures of plane
makers all reflected the standard length. Fundamental questions are sometimes overlooked
because they are cloaked in
the commonplace. The question
remains unanswered. Why was
9*" selected as a standard?

Barton McGuire reports supplemenRay Salter adds detail to the
Dutch plane study. He has three tary detail on the crowned initP.D.'s, two of which are a pair ials, S.V.E. appearing on Dutch
planes. She has observed this
of tongue and groove. Beside
mark on a plane also marked, S.
the crowned initials these are
Van Embden-Amsterdam. The plane
marked with separately stamped
was
also marked with the stamped
different
J.A.K.
of
initials,
number,
1502. While it is invitlettering
sizes. In small
ing
to
think
this may be a date,
name
J.C.
the
firm
appears
Barton
is
doubtful.
S.V.E. has
Zonen-Gorinchem.
VOrtier en
been
reported
several
times.
Both blades are marked G. Sehringhaus. The other P.D. bears
Larry Cohen inquires about the
the initial N. Its blade is
marked, F. Sehringhaus Soh. Ray name A. Nicol in a saw tooth
also owns two Dutch moulders with rectangle. It appears on a
a device illustrated below. One plough of English or American
make in his collection. The
of these is equipped with a
plane is equipped with a riveted
blade marked F.W.Durhot.
iron sole, brass depth gauge
and has brass tipped arm, nearly square in section but rounded
on top.
(cent.)

Roger Smith sends us a reproduction of an advertising pamphlet issued by the "Oliver"
Machinery Co. Grand Rapids,
Mich. in 1909. It features
the "Oliver" Turn Table Plane
(Foster Patent) The frog, blade
and adjusting mechanism of this
plane are mounted on a circular
plate which is set flush into
the sole of the plane. The arrangement permits the parts to
be swiveled so that the edge
of the cutter addresses the
work at any angls desired between 45° and 90 . Roger would
like to hear from anyone owning an "Oliver" plane.
Roger also reports that he
now owns 50% of the Davis Level
and Tool Company's complete
line of bench planes. This
amounts to two, the smooth plane
and the jointer. Still to be
acquired are the block and jack
planes issued by this firm.
.A sixth plane of Dutch appearance
Roger promises an article on
Davis planemaking for a future has no markings at all.
Bulletin.

4.

NOES AND QUERIES
(CONT.)

.

Lou Grower writes that six years
ago he bought six planes and a
router from a man whose father
had come from Holland. Three
were marked. One had a crowned
P.D., and another an, as yet unrecorded,I.S. (sketched below),
and the third had the initials
WVN which, like the boys banner in the poem, bore a strange
device.

Some unusual initials from early planes in the collection of
Bob Graham. Rubbings or sketches of similar initials are desired for a study and a future article.

(PE
(2)

poosi
ft(

(5)

( 3)

fEEE)
(7)

(8)

(12)

(13)

0 -4.1.4-4/ •?)

WVN
Jack Gorlin has noted an F A
Duesinc iron in a Dutch plane.
We are gradually building a substantial fund of knowledge from
scattered details. It is interesting to note that thirty years
ago little more was known about
American planemakers than we
know today about Dutch makers.

(16).

1. JO' FULLER
IN
PROVIDENCE
2. same plane
3. same plane

4. JO•FULLER
PROVIDENCE

(14)

(17)

9.

HD
(?)
G. CHALKLEY

10. THOMAS OKINES
(Included because
of the resemblance
to Dutch crowned
initials.)

5. ISAAC FIELD
PROVIDENCE

11.

6. DUNHAM &

12-13.

WMASTER
AUBURN

7. R. DEAN
8. H. WETHERELL
CHATHAM

5.

I.A.

(?)

same plane

14.

J.N.

(?)

15.

SVE

(?)

16.

ADH

(?)

17.

I. GREEN

MESSAGE TO THE MEMBERSHIP OF B=ARS

It is my great privilage to announce that the BRITISH-AMERICAN
RHYKENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, which began only a few short weeks ago
with the mailing of a few BULLETINS to collectors who were known
to have particular interest in planes and plane lore, has definitely
taken off. Memberships and inquiries have been coming in at a
much greater rate than was anticipated. The Society actually
had it s beginnings with some tongue-in-cheek exchanges in correspondence between the President and the Secretary/Treasurer Elliot
Sayward, but because of the great interest in planes, as evidenced
by the heavy plane fare of recent years in the CHRONICLE of the
EAIA and the number of books about planes which have also been
published, we both soon came to the conclusion that this special
interest in collecting deserved a special organization.
It is planned that the Society will publish, in the BULLETIN,
both feature length articles as well as many shorter contributions,
which, while they might be judged to be of too limited interest
to the large general readership of the CHRONICLE which must serve
the broad spectrum of tool collecting, will be of great interest
to the collector who has a searching interest in planes. In
addition to articles contributed by individual members, the Society,
as a body, will be in the position to conduct at various times
long term studies, by virtue of it s communication with many
different collectors. In addition to the study of Dutch moulding
planes, which suggests itself from the article in the first issue
of the BULLETIN, a vdry recent and important developement is the
offer of Kenneth D. Roberts, author of Planemakers and Other Edge
Tool Enterprises in New York State in the Nineteenth Century,
Wooden Planes in 19th Century America, as well as many other books
and articles on tools and clocks, to open his files on planemakers
and imprints from planes to the BARS. Since his recent publication
of his latest book, Wooden Planes
&c., Mr. Roberts has received
many reports from readers with additions to the list of planemakers
he has compiled over several years. Because
his many interests,
constant research, lecturing, as well as his writing and publishing
prevent him from devoting as much time to this subject as he would
like, he has graciously offered the information to the BARS.
These are only a few of the many possibilities and opportunities
for study which have already presented themselves to the Society
in a tery short time. The most necessary ingredient for what can
be a most valuable organization will be the active and contributing
role played by the members themselves; this of course is where
all the information will come from. I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome all the new members of the Society on behalf
of the other officers and directors and to express my confidence
in a long and fruitful life for the BRITISH-AMERICAN RHYKENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

Robert D. Graham, Jr., President

6.

DUTCH MOULDING PLANES
B-ARS TYPOLOGICAL STUDY
by Bob Graham
Volume I, No. 1 of the BULLETIN presented an article
concerning Dutch moulding planes. The article described, in
a general way, the features of what is believed to be a
conventionalized style of moulding plane. The article also
pictured some of the different marks which are found imprinted
on these planes. Because identical marks have been reported
from diverse locations, it is considered probable that these
marks are those of planemakers, and because some of the marks
are the same as, or of a style similiar to, those which have
been recorded on the dated standard Dutch voorlopers, schaafs,
and blokschaafs, it is entirely possible that some of these
conventionalized moulding planes were made by the same men.

If

so, some of the moulders also date to the very early eighteenth
century--possibly earlier.
It has been observed that the features of these Dutch planes
are in many ways similiar to the early British and American
moulding planes.

The fact that contemporary planemakers are

known to have been working in England, America, and Holland
opens the door to all sorts of speculation as to their interrelationships and influence on each other.

While research has

been going on for a number of years on British and American
planemakers with very fruitful results, it is very unfortunate
that there has so far been no interest aroused in Holland
which would be of any help in identifying Dutch planemakers
or in dating their products.
While the general appearance of all Dutch planes is
similar, there are differences.

These differences may, with

the assistance of B-ARS members narticinating in a tynological
dy, eventually enable the Society to develop a Typology
which would be of great benefit in -understanding the devg!lomment
of not only Dutch planes, but of planemaking in general.
The differences which have been observed in Dutch moulding
planes are similiar to those which have been observed in their
British and American counterparts throughout their evolution
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the type and width
of chamfering, the relative height and width of the moulded
stock,
step which separates the upper and lower Parts of the
7.

TYPOLOGICAL STUDY (cont.)
the details of the method of manufacture and finish of the iron,
the styles of both the maker's and the owner's imprints, and the
different and unique feature of the fluting on the upper fore
end of the stock.
Because these details are often subtle, it is essential
that accurate measurements be taken and recorded from a large
number of examples.

Because these planes are apparently less

common than British or American moulders, this can only be
accomplished through an organization of participating members-such as the B-ARS.
Those planes reported should NOT be limited to those
which are very like the example illustrated--earlier or later
planes may look quite different.
should be reported.

Any plane with similiarities

Provided that the response so warrants,

the progress of the study will be reported at regular intervals
in the BULLETIN.

Method of reporting;
Measurements should be taken and reported as indicated
on the diagram provided.

Photocopys of the reporting form

are fine, or additional copies will be sent -on request for
multiple reportings.

Some planes will not have all the

features illustrated.

In addition, a rubbing of the fore end

including the complete profile and any maker's or owner's
imprints is essential.

Any additional comments concerning the

plane or the study will be most valuable.
mailed to:
Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way
Sacramento, Ca 95931

8.

Reports should be

TYPOLOGICAL DIAGRAM
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